Tactile Pavers

GROUNDSURFACEINDICATORS

Tactile pavers provide a detectable warning on the ground, making walkways safer for the visually impaired.

Boral’s tactile concrete pavers comply with AS/NZS 1428.4.1.2009 – Design for access and mobility.

APPLICATIONS:
- Footpaths
- Kerb ramps
- Bus stops
- Steps
- Railway platforms
- Around exterior obstacles such as trees

FEATURES:
- Paver size: 300mm x 300mm x 40mm
- Paver weight: 7.3kg
- 3 contrasting colours: Red, Ivory and Charcoal
- Available as Cautional and Directional pavers
- Easily incorporated into poured insitu concrete constructions
- Studs are cast in solid concrete preventing lift off

For more information, please call 1300 360 255 or visit www.boral.com.au/pavers

Shade variations can occur from batch to batch. Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final selection. Not all colours are available in every region for each product. Products ordered should be chosen from actual samples current at the time of order and are subject to availability. Photographs in this brochure are only representative of Boral products and the appearance and effect that may be achieved by their use. Samples brochure and displays should be viewed as a guide only. Customers should ensure all delivered products are acceptable, and any concerns about products are made prior to laying.
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